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Abstract 

Among the tested used biofuels, the bioethanol represent an attractive alternative to the conventional fossil
fuel, its production by converting various substrates by free or immobilized cells of yeasts S. cerevisiae being
intensively studied.  In the experiment, immobilized cells in alginate have been used with the method of
entrapment. The process evolution has been analyzed by means of the variation of glucose and ethanol
concentration during the fermentation. 

The rate of the biochemical reactions in heterogeneous systems is lower than homogeneous systems, as the
result of decreasing of the substrate concentration inside of the biocatalyst particles. For the heterogeneous
systems, not only the value of the biochemical reaction rate is affected, but also the kinetic model is modified
compared to the ideal models describing the substrate consumption or product formation. For these reasons,
the kinetic parameters of the biochemical reactions with immobilized cells differ from those of homogeneous
environments. For the analyzed fermentation systems, the ethanol formation can be mathematical described
by Michaelis - Menten equation. During the fermentation with immobilized yeast cells observed the inhibitory
effects.  This  induce  the modification  of  Michaelis  -  Menten  equation  for  immobilized  yeast.  The kinetic
paramters, μmax, KM’, and KI, are estimated by Linewever - Burk linearization. max, KM’, and KI, are estimated by Linewever - Burk linearization. 

The apparent Michaelis - Menten constant is not influenced by the size and concentration of biocatalyst
particles. The maximum rate of ethanol production is favorably influenced by the increase of the biocatalysts
concentration, and but is affected by their size enlargement. Besides the positive exhibited by the attenuation
of the inhibitory phenomena, the immobilization of S. cerevisiae cells affects the fermentation rate compared
to the systems without inhibition containing free yeast cells.

The studies on the substrate consumption and product formation rates during the alcoholic fermentation with
immobilized  cells  and  glucose  substrate  indicated  the  possibility  to  use  these  biocatalysts  for  many
fermentation cycles. 
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